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Abstract — Bias temperature instability (BTI) and hotcarrier degradation (HCD) are among the most important
reliability issues but are typically studied independently
in an idealized setting. However, even though it is well
understood that mixed BTI/HC degradation corresponds to
a realistic scenario, there is only a limited number of studies
available on the impact of mixed stress conditions. In this
first part of the work, we present a thorough experimental
study of the impact of mixed stress conditions on SiON
pMOSFET characteristics, which contain a study at the
single defect level. We focus on the contribution of single
defects to the recoverable component of degradation. From
an electrostatic point of view, recovery after mixed negative
BTI (NBTI)/HC stress is typically attributed to charge carrier
emissions by oxide defects near the source, which have
been charged during stress. However, the experimental
characterization of recovery after different stress conditions
provides strong evidence that even defects located in the
vicinity of the source can remain uncharged after mixed
NBTI/HC stress, and thus do not contribute to the recovery
signal. Consequently, the recoverable component can be
negligibly small after certain stress conditions, which leads
to the conclusion that a simple electrostatic model does
not properly describe the behavior of recovery after mixed
NBTI/HC stress.
Index Terms — Device reliability, hot-carrier degradation (HCD), mixed-mode stress, negative bias temperature
instability (NBTI), pMOSFET, single oxide defects, timedependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
IAS temperature instability (BTI) and hot-carrier degradation (HCD) affect the performance of metal–oxide–
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Fig. 1. Area of stress conditions. Schematic of the different stress
conditions NBTI, HCD, and mixed NBTI/HC. The area of stress constr )
ditions defines the boundaries of the 2-D parameter space (VDstr , VG
applied in this paper. Different colors separate the voltage combinations
which trigger different degradation mechanisms, and the color intensity
indicates the increasing impact of the stress on the parameter shifts.

semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and are,
therefore, important reliability issues that must be properly
understood and modeled [1]–[3]. So far, based on extensive
experimental and theoretical studies of both degradation mechanisms [4]–[12], models to describe them independently have
already been introduced. However, in circuits, transistors are
rarely subjected to idealized BTI or HC conditions. Nevertheless, only a limited number of studies are available on
the interplay between BTI and HCD [13]–[17] under mixed
BTI/HC stress conditions schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
In this first part of the work, we extend our previous through
the experimental study of the impact of mixed negative BTI
(NBTI)/HC stress conditions on SiON pMOSFET characteristics, which contain the study at the single defect level [16].
We focus on the contribution of single oxide defects to the
recoverable component R of degradation.
It is generally accepted that degradation mechanisms are
attributed to material defects located at the substrate/oxide
interface and defects in the oxide. Both can capture and emit
charge carriers and distort important device characteristics like
the threshold voltage Vth , the linear drain current ID,lin, and
saturation drain current ID,sat . In this context, the temperatureand/or bias-dependent change of the total amount of electrically active defects by creation, annealing, activation, and
deactivation, as well as the charge exchange events caused by
the defects, is what is commonly described by degradation
mechanisms.
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One example for a degradation mechanism is HCD, which
is typically attributed to an increase of interface defects by
breaking of hydrogen-passivated Si dangling bonds at the
substrate/oxide interface due to charge carriers with sufficient kinetic energy at a high channel electric field [8]–[10],
[18], [19]. The created dangling bonds can capture and emit
charge carriers, whereby the charge trapping kinetics appears
to be properly described by the Shockley–Read–Hall theory.
HCD is typically associated with a contribution to the quasipermanent component of degradation [20], [21].
By contrast, the recoverable component of mixed BTI/HC
degradation is mainly associated with the recoverable component of NBTI, which is attributed to structural defects in
the insulator typically studied with no voltage applied to
drain. Such defects are able to capture and emit single charge
carriers at certain characteristic capture and emission times
τc and τe [6]. Whether a defect is active or not is predetermined
by its energy level within the band gap of the insulator compared to the Fermi level. If the energy level is shifted above
the Fermi level by applying a stress gate bias (VGstr typically
above nominal operating conditions), the defect can eventually
capture a hole and if shifted below the Fermi level by applying
a recovery gate bias (VGrec typically around Vth ), it may emit
the hole. Such charge transfer transitions have been accurately
described by nonradiative multiphonon processes [22]–[25].
The process of emitting charge carriers under recovery conditions by previously charged oxide defects is what is typically understood as the recoverable component. Oxide defects
can also become electrically inactive by transitions to inactive or precursor states caused by the interaction with hydrogen [26]–[28]. Such defect creation, annealing, activation, and
deactivation processes can lead to either a contribution to the
permanent degradation or to a temporary electrical inactivity,
also called volatility. A volatile defect seemingly disappears
and neither contributes to degradation nor to recovery.
Experimentally, R can be measured, for example,
by an extraction of the threshold voltage shift ΔVth ,
using the extended measure-stress-measure (eMSM) technique [29], [30], which consists basically of three steps:
after the initial characterization of the unstressed device,
a stress bias is applied for a certain stress time tstr , and
finally, a recovery bias is applied for a certain recovery time
trec . Due to the switching between the stress and recovery conditions, reliable data are available with a measurement delay of around 3 ms on our equipment. Therefore,
the recovery is defined as R = |ΔVth (trec = 5 ms)−
max )|.
ΔVth (trec = trec
In large-area devices with dimensions in the micrometer
regime, only the average behavior of individual defects can be
measured. This is because single capture and emission events
cannot be resolved due to the small impact of one carrier
exchange event on ΔVth resulting from the comparably large
gate capacitance. By contrast, in nanoscale MOSFETs, which
contain only a handful of active traps and have a small area,
such events cause unique measurable ΔVth steps on the order
of several tenths of millivolts [31], [32].
Based on the previous results [15], one would expect
a reduction of R after mixed NBTI/HC stress conditions
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(VDstr < 0 V) compared to R after homogeneous NBTI stress
conditions (drain bias VDstr = 0 V). From an electrostatic
perspective, the absolute value of the channel potential at
the drain side increases with increasing absolute value of the
drain bias. To first order, this results in a constant oxide field
E ox overall lateral positions at homogeneous NBTI stress and
a linearly decreasing |E ox | from source to drain as soon as
VDstr < 0 V [15]. By contrast, E ox would remain unaffected
at the source side. This lateral dependence of E ox at mixed
NBTI/HC stress has a considerable impact on the capture
events of defects because the position of the defect energy
level relative to the Fermi level changes with E ox . Many
drain-side defects, for example, which are able to capture a
charge carrier at homogenous NBTI stress will very likely
not be able to capture a charge carrier at mixed NBTI/HC
stress because their energy level is no longer shifted above the
Fermi level. Quite similarly, it might be argued that source-side
defects, on the other hand, will most probably capture charge
carriers independently of VDstr . Based on these considerations,
one might conclude that recovery after mixed NBTI/HC stress
is mainly attributed to the emission events of defects near the
source but not of defects near the drain. However, as will
be shown in the following, no full agreement between the
experimental data and such a simple electrostatic model can
be obtained because even source-side defects, which are fully
charged after an equivalent (same VGstr ) homogeneous NBTI
stress, can remain neutral after mixed NBTI/HC stress.
II. E XPERIMENTAL
We measured 2.2-nm SiON pMOSFETs of a 130-nm commercial technology with two different dimensions: large area
(W = 10 mm, L = 120 nm, or L = 130 nm) and nanoscale
pMOSFETs (W = 160 nm and L = 120 nm), both with
VDD = −1.5 V and Vth = −465 mV. Source and bulk/well
were connected to ground for all measurements. For the
ΔVth extraction during the recovery sequences listed in the
following, the drain current at a constant voltage (typically
near the threshold voltage) was recorded and subsequently
converted to ΔVth using the initial ID –VG characteristics [6],
[29], [30], [33]. The experimental setup has a resolution of
around a few femtoamperes which translates, depending on
the region of the ID –VG curve, to an accuracy of ΔVth below
1 mV. This can also be seen in [33], where reliable data with
a step height of ≈ 0.5 mV could be extracted.

A. Large-Area Devices
We used the eMSM technique [29] for the measurements on
large-area devices. The preliminary data illustrated in Fig. 2
were recorded using the following sequences.
1) Measure: ID –VG characteristics in the linear (V D =
−0.1 V) regime.
2) Stress: Application of a gate and drain stress: VGstr =
−1.5 V, VDstr = [0, −0.5, −1, −1.5, −2, −2.5, −2.8] V
for a certain stress time tstr = 5 ks.
3) Measure: ΔVth for a recovery time trec = 10 ks under
recovery conditions (typically VDrec = −0.1 V and
VGrec ≈ Vth ).
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TABLE I
R ELATIVE L ATERAL D EFECT P OSITION AND C LASSIFICATION D UE TO
C APTURE B EHAVIOR . B Y E XPLOITING THE R ECOVERY D RAIN B IAS
D EPENDENCE OF THE S TEP H EIGHTS FOR C ONSTANT G ATE
REC
R ECOVERY VOLTAGE VG
, THE L ATERAL P OSITION XT /L (0 AT
S OURCE , 1 AT D RAIN ) WAS E XTRACTED [16]. T HE U NCERTAINTY OF
XT /L I S A BOUT 20%. D EFECTS A3, B3, AND C2 S HOWED A V ERY
C OMPLEX B EHAVIOR ( E . G ., S IMILAR τE AND S TEP H EIGHT AS O THER
D EFECTS AT C ERTAIN B IAS C ONDITIONS AND, T HEREFORE , N OT
C LEARLY D ISTINGUISHABLE ) AND W ERE N OT C HARACTERIZED F ULLY.
T HE D EFECTS A RE A SSIGNED TO T HREE T YPES ACCORDING TO
T HEIR C APTURE B EHAVIOR D URING M IXED NBTI/HC S TRESS W HICH
I S E XPLAINED B ASED ON F IG . 6: G REEN (O CCUPANCY D ECREASES
FOR V STR < 0 V), M AGENTA (O CCUPANCY S HOWS A L OCAL M INIMUM
D
AT V STR ≈ −0.8 V, A L OCAL M AXIMUM AT V STR ≈ −1.5 V AND
D
D
D ECREASES TO Z ERO FOR VDSTR < −1.5 V), AND B LUE (O CCUPANCY
STR
I S C ONSTANT FOR THE W HOLE VD R ANGE )

Fig. 2. Recovery after mixed NBTI/HC stress. Seven cycles of 5-ks
str and increasing |V str | were
stress/10-ks recovery at a constant VG
D
performed. Recovery traces show the reduction of R with increasing
|VDstr | (top). Comparison of R and the electrostatic model (bottom).
A discrepancy between Rmeasured and Rmodel can be seen, especially
for VDstr < −2 V. R can be negligibly small (less than 1 mV in 10 ks of
recovery) after mixed NBTI/HC stress.

For the systematic analysis of the degradation and recovery
after different stress conditions, 58 devices were measured
using the following sequences.
1) Measure: ID –VG characteristics in the linear (VD =
−0.1 V) and saturation regime (VD = VDD ).
2) Stress: Application of a gate and drain stress
voltage
combination
per
device—(VDstr , VGstr )
within the range of stress conditions shown
in Fig. 1: VGstr = [−1.5, −2, −2.5] V, VDstr =
[0, −0.5, −1, −1.5, −2, −2.5, −2.8] V for a certain
stress time tstr = [2 × 10−2 , 11.1, 1.11 × 103 ] s.
3) Measure: ΔVth for a recovery time trec = 3 ks under
recovery conditions (typically VDrec = −0.1 V and
VGrec ≈ Vth ).
4) Measure: ID –VG characteristics in the linear and saturation regimes.
From these measurements, we extracted the following.
1) Threshold Voltage Shift Directly After Stress: VthAS =
|ΔVth (trec = 5 ms)|.
2) ΔVth during recovery.
3) ID,lin and ID,sat extracted from the ID –VG characteristics.
max )|
4) Recovery R = |ΔVth (trec = 5 ms) − ΔVth (trec = trec
(shown in Section II-B).

B. Nanoscale Devices
In addition to the large-area devices, we use nanoscale
devices to study the behavior of individual defects in
greater detail. We used the time-dependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS) framework [6], [30] for the full characterization of nine single defects (listed in Table I) in four devices
using the following sequences.
1) Measure: ID –VG characteristics.

2) Stress: Application of a (VGstr , VDstr ) combination within
the region of stress conditions shown in Fig. 1 for a
certain tstr .
3) Measure: ΔVth at VGrec and drain recovery voltage VDrec
combination for trec .
4) Repeat 2) and 3) 100 times in order to capture the
statistics.
The recovery traces contain the typical steps due to charge
exchange events between the channel and the oxide caused
by single oxide defects. Each defect causes exponentially
distributed steps with a particular step height at a particular
mean value of τe . By assigning the unique steps to a defect
according to [6], [30], and [34], we extracted the following
parameters for each defect:
1) Emission time τe (VG , VD ).
2) Capture time τc (VG , VD ).
3) Occupancy (VG , VD ).
4) Lateral defect position X T .
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Our measurements on large-area pMOSFETs in Fig. 2 show
that R significantly reduces with increasing VDstr at constant
VGstr . For example, it can be seen that the recovery after VDstr =
−2.8 V (red trace) is less than 1 mV in 10 ks. Furthermore,
the measurement data are compared to a simulation using an
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Fig. 3. Recovery of large-area devices after t str = 1.11 ks. The three top
str
panels show the recovery traces after stress conditions with different VG
as well as different VDstr . The bottom panels show the threshold voltage
AS = |ΔV (t
shift after stress (ΔVth
th rec = 5 ms)|) on the left-hand side
and the recovery (R = |ΔVth (trec = 5 ms) −ΔVth (trec = 1.11 ks)|) on
str with respect to V str . It can be seen
the right-hand side for different VG
D
str , the interplay between NBTI and HCD leads to
that with increasing VG
the formation of a minimum in ΔVthAS at VDstr = −0.5 V. Such a behavior
has already been discussed in [13] and [14]. Furthermore, as also shown
in Fig. 2, R reduces with increasing |VDstr |.

electrostatic model as introduced previously and in [15]. For a
small |VDstr |, the electrostatic model describes the behavior of
R after NBTI rather well. However, Fig. 2 (bottom) reveals a
discrepancy between the experimental and modeled data after
mixed NBTI/HC stress at high |VDstr |. Although a reduction
of R is expected due to the lateral dependence of E ox ,
the simple electrostatic model fails at high |VDstr |. The fact that
R can be even negligibly small (also shown in [14]) already
suggests that defects located in the vicinity of the source
remain uncharged after stress, and thus do not contribute to
the recovery signal. From this, we conclude that a simple
electrostatic model cannot accurately describe the behavior of
R after mixed NBTI/HC stress properly.

A. Impact of Mixed NBTI/HC Stress on Large-Area
pMOSFET Parameters
In order to analyze the origin of the discrepancy between
Rmeasured and Rmodel shown in Fig. 2, we studied the interplay
between NBTI and HCD. The analysis of VthAS and R (Fig. 3)
illustrates that a local degradation minimum forms which
is more pronounced for higher gate bias conditions. As an
example, for tstr = 1.11 ks, the drift minimum forms around
VDstr = −0.5 V for all VG,stress conditions. Such a degradation
minimum has already been reported and discussed in [13] and
[14]. This behavior was explained by competing processes
contributing to the degradation: while sweeping VDstr from
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Fig. 4. Degradation of the drain current and the transconductance.
str =
The left panel shows full ID –VG curves after increasing VDstr for VG
−1.5 V. The top right panels shows the degradation trends of ID in the
subthreshold regime (VG = −0.5 V, VD = −0.1 V) and in the linear
regime (VG = −1.5 V, VD = −0.1 V) of the curve. As can be seen,
ID shows a substantially different degradation behavior for both regimes
of the ID –VG curve. The bottom right panel illustrates the degradation
of the transconductance. Nonuniform NBTI stress tends to lower (with
a little parallel shift) the maximum transconductance, while starting from
VD = −2.5 V (which corresponds to the HC stress regime), the maximum
transconductance degradation is mainly determined by a larger parallel
shift.

0 V to, e.g., −3 V, VthAS first reduces due to the inhomogeneous oxide field which decreases at the drain side, and thus
fewer defects, particularly in the vicinity of the drain, are able
to contribute to the total degradation by capturing a charge
carrier. However, from a certain VDstr on—which depends
on VG,stress—this effect is compensated by the contribution
of HC-induced damage to VthAS , which again leads to an
increase of VthAS . Simultaneously, the recoverable component
R decreases due to the more permanent damage created by
HCD (see [21]). This tendency has also been shown in Fig. 2.
The rather intricate interplay between NBTI and HCD can
also be seen in the degradation trend of the drain current.
The analysis presented in Fig. 4 shows a complex degradation
behavior for the full ID –VG curve: the curve changes differently in the linear compared to the subthreshold regime. While
in the subthreshold regime (where also Vth is extracted),
ID shows a trend similar to VthAS , with a minimum around
−0.5 V, the linear drain current behaves differently. The
ID –VG curve in the linear regime does not only shift along the
VG -axis during stress with increasing |VDstr | but also changes
its curvature. In addition, we extracted the degradation of the
maximum transconductance (see Fig. 4). Nonuniform NBTI
stress mainly lowers G m (with a little parallel shift), while
starting from VD = −2.5 V (which corresponds to the HC
stress regime), the maximum transconductance degradation is
mainly determined by a larger parallel shift.
The results presented in Figs. 3 and 4 show a strong
interaction of both degradation regimes. Particularly, the trends
presented and discussed in Fig. 4 suggest a nontrivial perturbation of the device characteristics if both, oxide and
amphoteric interface defects, are present. However, no detailed
information about the specific nature of the above-mentioned
trends, particularly for the dramatic reduction of R, can be
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Fig. 5. Lateral defect distribution. Schematic of the positions of the nine
characterized defects within the oxide.

extracted from these measurements. Thus, we analyzed the
impact of mixed NBTI/HC stress on the behavior of single
defects and present the results in Section III-B.

B. Impact of Mixed NBTI/HC Stress on Single Defects in
Nanoscale pMOSFETs
We analyzed the capture and emission processes of single
defects, which contribute to recovery after NBTI stress. For
this, 20 single defects in ten nanoscale pMOSFETs were
measured and nine of them in four MOSFETs were fully
characterized. A list of the extracted defects can be seen in
Table I. We selected these particular nine defects in order
to best represent the supposed uniform lateral distribution.
In addition, they were selected according to their distribution
in the spectral map (introduced in [30]) and the ability to
characterize properties like τe , τc , occupancy, and step height
over a wide range of stress and recovery voltages.
An analysis at the single defect level gives insight into the
detailed behavior of individual defects already measured on
average in large-area devices (Fig. 2). The most surprising
finding is that some of the source-side defects do not contribute
to R after mixed NBTI/HC stress although they do so after
an NBTI stress with the same VGstr . As discussed earlier, this
behavior cannot be explained by a simple electrostatic model
only. In order to assign the behavior of a defect to its position,
the relative lateral defect position X T /L was extracted by
exploiting the readout drain bias dependence of the ΔVth
step heights caused by the defects. This extraction method
has been validated against simulations considering different
random dopant configurations [34] and the results for the
dependence of the step heights on the recovery bias are shown
in [16]. The results for the relative lateral positions are listed
in Table I and shown in Fig. 5 as a schematic sketch.
Based on the dependence of the defect properties, especially
the occupancy, on different VDstr at a constant VGstr shown
in Fig. 6, each defect can be assigned to one of three
groups in Table I, which correspond to the color groups used
to visualize their behavior in the following manner: green,
magenta, or blue. The occupancy of the representative defects
A2, B1, B2, and D1 is either constant for the whole VDstr
range (blue), or it decreases for VDstr < 0 V (green) or it
exhibits a local minimum and a local maximum before it
decreases finally to zero for increasing |VDstr | (magenta). Furthermore, the extracted τc with respect to the drain bias shows
a slightly increasing trend for the green group. For the magenta
and blue groups, τc is either nearly constant or decreases.
As a comparison, Fig. 7 shows the typical capture behavior
during pure NBTI measurements as has already been reported

Fig. 6. Capture characteristics at mixed NBTI/HC stress shown by
four representative defects. Occupancy of the defects, characterized for
str ≈ −2 V (device dependent), exposes three
different VDstr at constant VG
defect types: green (occupancy decreases for VDstr < 0 V), magenta
(occupancy shows a local minimum at VDstr ≈ −0.8 V, a local maximum
at VDstr ≈ −1.5 V and decreases to zero for VDstr < −1.5 V), and blue
(occupancy is constant for the whole VDstr range). In this figure, four of
the nine characterized defects are plotted in order to show the trends of
the three types: D1 (blue), A2 and B1 (magenta), and B2 (green). Quite
remarkably, A2, which is located near the source, remains neutral after
mixed NBTI/HC stress with VDstr < −2.5 V although it is charged at 80%
after homogeneous NBTI stress (top). The extracted τc with respect to
the drain bias shows a slightly increasing trend for the green group. For
the magenta and blue groups, τc is either nearly constant or decreases
(bottom).

previously [6], [35]. By increasing |VGstr |, the probability that
a defect captures a charge carrier during stress increases.
Thus, the occupancy grows while τc decreases. For example,
at VGstr = −1.8 V, defect B2 captures a charge carrier only
in 8% of the TDDS measurement cycles with tstr = 10 s,
which means that the occupancy is 0.08. By contrast, at VGstr =
−2.6 V, B2 captures a charge carrier in almost 80% of the
stress sequences.
The behavior at mixed NBTI/HC stress of the defects
assigned to the blue or green groups initially follows the
expected pattern (Fig. 6). The latter are located near the
drain and show a decreasing occupancy and an increasing τc
with increasing |VDstr | at a fixed VGstr , which is a consequence
of the E ox reduction at the drain side. Defects assigned to
the blue group are located in the central region or near the
source. They show a constant occupancy and both decreasing
and slightly increasing τc after mixed NBTI/HC stress with
increasing |VDstr |. However, the defects assigned to the magenta
group are highly remarkable because two out of four defects
are located near the source, A2, and A5 (shows a similar
behavior as A2, not shown). This confirms our assumption that
source-side defects can remain neutral after mixed NBTI/HC
stress with VDstr < −2.5 V and VGstr = −1.8 V although
they are charged after homogeneous NBTI stress at the same
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Fig. 7. Capture characteristics at NBTI stress shown by four representastr |, |E | τ decreases and the occupancy
tive defects. By increasing |VG
ox c
increases or remains constant.

VGstr = −1.8 V. Furthermore, τc reduces at mixed NBTI/HC
stress for both defects, for A2 from 30 ms at VDstr = 0 V
to 0.2 ms at VDstr = −2.4 V and for A5 1 s to almost
1 ms. If the source side was almost unaffected by VDstr as
assumed in a simple electrostatic model, the occupancy and
τc of A2 and A5 would stay nearly constant for the whole
VDstr range, in contrast to the experimental data. The different
behavior of defects assigned to the green and magenta groups
can be visualized by a parameterization in terms of VDstr
and VGstr in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. This parametrization
illustrated in Fig. 8 shows that the traces for increasing |E ox |
during NBTI stress (proportional to VGstr ) and increasing |VDstr |
at a fixed VGstr during mixed NBTI/HC stress follow reverse
trends for the green group. In other words, the occupancy
increases and τc decreases for increasing |E ox | while the
occupancy decreases and τc increases for increasing |VDstr |.
In stark contrast, the magenta group shows a different behavior
for increasing |VDstr |. For these defects, increasing |VDstr | causes
a decrease in both occupancy and τc .
The fact that A2 and A5 emit charge carriers after NBTI but
do not after mixed NBTI/HC stress does not mean that they
are volatile as soon as mixed NBTI/HC stress is applied. The
volatility of all defects was checked regularly by intermittently
applying homogeneous NBTI conditions. A volatile defect
would have remained neutral after stress independently of
the stress conditions. Quite on the contrary, all defects that
remained neutral after mixed NBTI/HC stress with high |VDstr |
were found to be charged after these intermittent homogeneous NBTI stress checks. None of the characterized defects
showed a temporary electrical inactivity during the discussed
measurements. Therefore, the neutrality after mixed stress
conditions must be attributed to microscopic changes in the
charge transfer process with increasing |VDstr |. In this regard,
Fig. 9 shows that not only τc can change as discussed
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str and
Fig. 8. Occupancy versus capture time. Parameterization of VG
str
VD demonstrates the difference between green an magenta type shown
for three defects. For NBTI stress the occupancy increases and τc
str |)
decreases for increasing |Eox | (corresponds to an increasing |VG
str is held at a constant value and V str < 0 V,
(dashed lines). As soon as VG
D
the occupancy of the green defects shows a reversed trend compared
to NBTI (solid lines). The occupancy decreases and τc increases. This
can be explained by the reduction of Eox near the drain for VDstr < 0 V.
By contrast, the occupancy of the magenta group shows a completely
different trend, namely toward decreasing τc for a decreasing occupancy.
This is indicative for a different process.

Fig. 9. Emission time characteristics. τe decreases with |VD |. As a
consequence, if τe  τc at stress conditions, the defect captures a
charge carrier but immediately emits it before switching to recovery
conditions. This holds true for all defects of the green and magenta
groups.

in Fig. 6 (bottom) but also τe can change for different drain
biases. Consequently, the ratio τe /τc changes for some defects,
which affects the occupancy as shown in Fig. 10. This means
that as long as τe  τc and τc < tstr under stress condition,
the defect captures a charge carrier during stress and emits
it during recovery. However, if the relationship is reversed
τe  τc , the situation is more complicated. Then, it is more
likely that a defect emits a captured charge carrier immediately
after the capture event while the stress bias is still applied.
Consequently, no emission event can be measured under
recovery conditions, which explains the considerable reduction
in occupancy. By contrast, volatile defects are electrically
inactive and do not capture or emit charge carriers at all.
We can conclude that depending on their detailed configuration, defects at all lateral positions can remain neutral after
mixed NBTI/HC stress and thus not contribute to R. This is the
primary reason for the discrepancy between the experimental
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emit it immediately afterward, still under stress conditions.
Consequently, the defect is found to be neutral after mixed
NBTI/HC stress. As will be shown in the second part of
this paper, this feature can be modeled by replacing the
conventional equilibrium distribution function in the charge
trapping model with a thorough carrier transport treatment that
also considers secondary majority carriers in the channel.
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is zero if τe  τc and at its maximum if τe  τc (bottom).
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